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Revel 

1 DETAILED EXAMINATION AND M A L Y S I S OP THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL'S PROPOSED PROGRAMME 
J

 "
 M D

 BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1959, TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION THE TERMS OF RESOLUTION 

щд. 5.62: Item 6 of the Agenda.. (Official Reoards No. 81 j Documents 

E B 2 1 » / l - 14) (oontinued) 

The СШЛШШ welcomed Dr Lakshmanan^who had just arrived in Geneva, He then 

invited the Coirmittee to oontinue its consideration of Item 6 . -
t 

Dr ШИШШШ regretted that he had not been able to arrive earlier • H
e
 had 

been, prevented from doing so Ъу ал incoar tant meeting. 

Mr SIEGEL, b a i s s a n t Director-General, Department of ^ministration and Finaioe^ 

replying to a question by Dr Moors at the first raeefcing^oncerning the ixiçlioations 

for the budget of the reorganization at Headquarters described in s c c t i o n ^ of. the 

Notes on the Presentation of the Programme and Budget (Officiai Reoords 81, 

page XVI) said that the net effect had been the creation of two posta, namely the 

Director of the Division of Malaria Eradication and. his secretary^ 

In the former Division of External Relations and Teohnioal Assistance there had 

been fourteen established posts, eight under tue regular budget and six u M e r 

Teohnioal Agsistaûce funds. After,the transfer of the functions of that diviaion 

to the Department of M i s e r y Sorrioes a new Office of External Relations had been 

set up with eight posts under the regular budget; that had been accomplished by 

suppresaing two of the Regular budget posts, namely that of the Director of the 

former Division and one iHaisoix officer of grade PI and by transferring two posts 

from Technical i^aistanoe funda to Ше regular budget。 The establishment of the 

new Office of Programme Qo-ordination, зогае of the functions of which related to 

1 See p . 1 0 , 
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the Expanded Programme of Technical i^sistanoe^ meant the tran^fer^i!rom t h n l d -

division of the remaining four posts under Technical Assistance funds» The four 

posta under the regular budget in that new offioe had been çbtained by tr ana fer ring 

two posts from the Office cf the Assistant Director—General, Department of Advisory 

Services ̂  and two posts from the former Office of Reports and Analysis where there 

had previously been five posts
 f
 two of which have been transferred to the new Off icé 

of Prograrara© Evaluation^ Two posts under Technioal Assistance funds had been 

suppressed altogether» The cost of the creation of the two new posts under the 

regular budget，to tâiioh he had referred at the beginning of his statement^ would be 

$ 22 041 in 1959^ 

Dr M00EE, thanking Mr® Siegel for his most useful and lucid explanation, 

considered that it should be inoorpcrated in the Standing Committee
f

 s report t朽 the 

Executive Boardg 

The CHâ.IRMM> observing that the Committee had completed its consideration cf the 

first five working papers before it^ asked whether they could appropriately be embodied 

Ы its report》 

Dr HYDE，commendlbg the Secretariat on the papers which had greatly 

the taâk ôf the ComirtiLttee and its Rapporteurs^ said that they would help 

understand the manner 1л which the budget was près en ted
 ç
 He would only 

suggest that a Clearer picture b,y means of a chart might be given of the 

cycle ct the Technical Assistance Programme and UNICEF* 

Dr DÔR0I13^ Deputy Dir&otor-General
 ;
 said that it would Ъе possible 

sinç)lifled 

the Board to 

like to 

budgetary 

to expand 

seotims 3e3 and 3^4.1 of document ЕВ2Х/АР/кРД ia the sense suggested by Dr Hyde 
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Dr НУЛЕ, recalling that the Committee had already decided that the amounts 

of the supplies provided by UNICEF should be set out, pointed out that table 5 

in document БВ21/ДРД/Р/1 was incomplete and should show both expenditure by 

UNICEF and PASB so as to provide a ooir^rehensive picture of health aotivitiea 

under maltilateral programmes, 

Mr 3 X S ® L asked whether Dr Цу-de had in mind the ioBertion of ал 

additional table or the expansion of table 5<i 

Dr HYI3B proposed that table 5 be expanded to include the information 

he had mentioned and that its title be suitably modified • 

The GEèJBMM said that the Rapporteur would oonçly with Dr Цу-de « a 

requestc 

The Regiona 

The СЙД1ЮШ drew the attention of the Standing Ooramlttee to documents 

EB21/AP/WP/11 and M d U l^whioh oontained extracts from the summary records 

of the disoussions in the regional ooirjmitt©©0 oonoerning th© regional 

prograirnns and budget estimates^ circulated in aooordano© with the 

Committeeis rsqu©6t the prerioua year
e 

In the absence of general с oiranenta he invited the Cormuittee to 

examine the section on Africa, 
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Africa (Official Records No, 81, pages 85 - 124) 

Dr CAMBOURRAC, Regional Director for Africa, said that no change in the number 

of posts in the Regional Office was proposed for 1959， so that it remained at 31. 

There was only a slight increase in expenditure, due mostly to statutory increases, 

of I 9427• There would be small increases in some items but decreases in others, 

e.g. the acquisition of sapital assets. The inerease in the estimates for "Other 

services" from # 24 201 to $ 25 856 was due to the need bo prrvide transport of 

participants to conferences in the new regional office building, which was about ten 

railes outside Brazzaville. 

As far as field activities were concerned, there was to be an inerease of $ 125 334 

over 1958, the total in 1959 being $ 898 110 compared to $ 772 776 in 1958. With 

Technical Assistance and other extra-budgetary funds, the grand total in 1959 would be 

$ 4 663 594. 

Fifty-two country and twelve inter-country projects had been proposed under the 

regular budget and 36 country and two inter-country projects under Technical Assistance, 

Fifty fellowships were planned under the regular budget and 19 under Technical Assistance, 

Since the preparation of the estimates, 32 additional requests for fellowships had been 

received but,as the exact figures for Technical Assistance funds that would Ъе available 

was not yet known, he could not say to what extent those requests could Ъе met. The 

number of posts under the heading of field activities would be 53 in 1959,compared to 47 

in 1958,and included one nursing adviser at the Regional Office. 

The budget was prepared in a series of stages starting by discussions with 

governments and meetings in January of each year to review the situation, projects 

under way and requests for new ones. The position was then explained to governments, 
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who were asked to put in their requests two years in advance, if possible by 30 April 

and not later than 3〇 June, Meetings were then held at the Regional Office between 

technical arid admin is tr at i ve services and area representatives and the budget sub-

sequently prepared was presented to the Regional Committee during its session, at 

which in addition each delegation was consulted to see whether any modifications were 

required so that a well-balanced programme could be evolved• At that session еасЛ 

project was also examined separately and approved, amended or deleted, The Regional 

Director then sent the final draft to the Director-General
e 

Turning to the most important developments in the region) he said that close 

collaboration was being maintained with РАО, ОСТА, UNICEF, International Children»s 

Centre and the United States International Co-operation M i n i s t r a t i o n • The increase 

in the number and scope of projects testified to the growing interest of governments 

in WH0
f

 s work
#
 The main spheres of expansion at the moment and in the future were 

varied and included: the strengthening pf public health administration^ fellowships, 

malaria, yaws, t u b é r c u l o s b i l h a r z i a s i s , nutrition, leprosy^ environmental sanitation^ 

nursing, mternal and child health, and health education of the public• 

In regard to malaria, much more was now known about the reason for certain 

technical difficulties which had been encountered in the past and about the kind cf 

remedies that might b© effective. There was greater knowledge, for example, about 

the reason for certain failures due to the behaviour of veotors and changes in their 

behaviour and resistance, present or acquired, to insecticides^ There was more 

information about the possibility of interrupting transmission altogether in certain 

areas of the continent (he was not speaking of the islands, where notable successes 

had been achieved) • Heno© an ambitious inter-country programme for eradication was 
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being contemplated in the southern part of the continent and governments had already 

been consulted and useful contacte made with workers in the field. Papers prepared 

by the Malaria Section at Headquarters dealing with important matters pertaining to 

control and eradication had been circulated to governriEnta and useful meetings between 

specialists had been called, aimed at improving co-ordination of the work and 

establishing why it was difficult to interrupt transmission» 

Field, experiments in the use of drugs for mass chemoprophylaxia as a supplement 

to the action of insecticides had been encouraged. It was always necessary to have 

detailed knowledge of the epidemiology of malaria before the proper method, of 

eradication could Ъе chosen for an area. 

The anti-yaws campaigns were developing and. useful meetings had been held on the 

subject in Ghana in 1956 and in Brazzaville in 1957. 

Very considerable success had been achieved in the fight against leprosy and there 

was great hope of further success in the future. WHO was providing more or less 

direct assistance to nearly all oountries in the form of advice, the services of con-

sultants , o r fellowships. Following surveys in many countries it was considered, that 

the number of those suffering from leprosy in tiie African Region was between one-and-

a-half and two million. If progress continued on the scale achieved during the two 

or three past years, it was not too optimistic to hope that in a few years nearly all 

leprosy cases would be under treatment. Present approximate figures of those under 

treatment were as follows : 200 000 in Nigeria, 240 000 in the Belgian Congo, X43 000 

in French Equatorial Africa, where X27 000 had been treated by the beginning of 1955, 

97 000 of them undergoing regular treatment； over 200 000 in French West Africa, with 



the expectation that 300 ООО would be nnder treatment by the end of 1958 (if Hiab 

pao© oould be maintained there should be about half a million under treatment in 

French West Africa by the end of 1959)‘ Other ooimtries were also asking for help 

in that sphere• 

Great strides had been made in inter-côuntry projects. In view of the progress 

made in regard to malaria, it was felt to be desirable to hold another conference 

on th© subject in 1959, which would be five years after the conference at Lagos. 

A conference on leprosy which would direct particular attention to the question of 

the method of administering new drugs, their action and the co-ordination of 

campaigns was also to be held. A seminar on tuberculosis was planned for 1959 

as well as a symposium on pesticides
# 

The CHâlRMAîi, thanking the Regiônal Director for his very clear and coirçjrehensiv© 

statement, said it was heartening to hear of tho leading role being taken by "WHO in 

the campaigns against disease in the African continents 

Dr REGALû. asked, whether there was any need for an additional post of a 

public health administrator, there already being one in the Regional Office and 

three among the regional advisers
# 

Dr СЛМВОШШАС replied that the post of public health administra tor (sociologist) 

had been suppressed two years previously for lack of funds and the present proposal 

was for the reinstatement of that post, 

Dr EEGALû. asked what items of expenditure were included under the heading 

"Other services". 
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Dr САМВОШШАС replied that it covered expenditure on transport, which was 
.. f ‘ ” 

necessary as there was 110 publio -transpt?r"b to the new Regienal Office» The housing 

accommodation" near it was only adoqjaa么e for international siaff,go that locally-

recruited staff had te travel from Brazzaville and baok； it wa« also necessary to 
' A , 

provide some transport to town f^r the lower grad^ejof internationally reeruited 

staff. In addition, it was necessary to "transport delegates, and also mail； to 

the Regional Office,where the conference room was being used exiensively
#
 Thai 

could mean transporting between 40 and 50 people according to the size of the meeting知 

and they also had to be taken baok to town for luneh as the Office only had facilities 

for supplying light meals • 

Dr TOGBA noted a decrease in the estimatee for malaria and tuberculosis under 

the heading of extra-budgetary fluids compared to the 1957 and even the 1958 figures； 

he wished to know whether there was any particular reason for that,or whether 

additional funds would be available from other sources• 

Dr CAMBOURNAC explained that the coluimi entitled "Other extra-budgetary funds" 

related to UNICEF funds,but that that agency did not prepare its budget two years in 

advance
 #
 The figures for 1959 were based on the beat available data at the time of 

the preparation of WHO'S estimates,but there was a strong possibility that the amount 

would subsequently be increased, 

Dr HYEE assumed that the heading "Other extra-budgetary funds" included funds 

from UNICEF, PASO, and bilateral programmes• He was interested to know whether it 

also included funds made available by governments themselves• 
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Mr SIEGEL said that at present the column for "Other extra-budgetary funds" 

included the amounts expected from UNICEF in the light of the best available 

information. Where the figures represented a firm allocation already approved by 

that agency's Executive Board they were marked by an asterisk. In the section on 

the Americas, that column also included PASO funds. Total estimated government 

contributions were shown separately at the end of each country total. 

Dr HYDE observed that, according to the statement in section 5.4.5.1 of 

document ED21/AP/WP/1, that column also reflected assistance from other sources under 

bilateral agreements. If that were the case he felt that the figures were not 

useful,since it was impossible to know the source in each case. 

Dr ТОСКА pointed out that it would be difficult to include funds under bilateral 

agreements because they were seldom budgeted for two years in advance. . 

Mr SIEGEL, indicating that that column in the section on the Americas of course 

also included funds of PASO, contributions from the Institute of Nutrition of Central 

America and Panama, and other special projects, said that the intention was always to 

include as much information as possible in accordance with the Health Assembly's 

wishes. He was uncertain whether, with the present lay-out, there would be room for 

a detailed breakdown of the kind that Dr Hyde appeared to have in mind, but he could 

see no reason why a simple total of funds from bilateral agreements could not be added. 

Dr HÏDE believed that such information was readily available, e.g. in the case of 

United States expenditure on health under bilateral agreements, but he was not sure 

whether it appropriately belonged to a document dealing with VfflO's own financial 
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structure. Perhaps the separate figures would be better given elsewhere, whereas, 

the UNICEF funds^ being the largest single item, should remain in the budget document 

as well as those of PASO in the section on the Americas
 #
 At present, uncertainty 

about the source of the extra-budgetary funds destroyed the utility of that column 

and made the figures meaningless. 

Mr SIEGEL observed that Dr Hyde was in fact advocating a change in the form of 

presentation of the budget which would entail the amendment of resolution WHA7.3C 

The proposal was a new one, required careful examination, and might perhaps be 

deferred until the Committee had completed its consideration of the estimates. 

Dr HYDE said that his purpose was to ensure that the figures in the column 

"other extra-budgetary funds" had real significance. There were of course other 

considerations involved, such as UNICEF
1

s reluctance for its contribution to be 

identified. He had no objection to reverting to the matter at a later stage
# 

The DEPUTï DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought it was difficult to allow that the column 
* « 

was entirely meaningless, since sums already definitely allocated by UNICEF were 

clearly marked by an asterisk• 

Mr SIEGEL,referring to section ЗЛ.ЗЛ in document EB2l/AP/WP/l, which related 

to the inclusion of funds from sources under bilateral agreements, said that no such 

sums had been reported to the Director-General for inclusion in the 1959 estimates. 

He felt it was debatable whether the figures in that column, as they stood at present 

were meaningless. 
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Dr HÏDE said that he had intended to convey that the figures were perhaps less 

meaningful than they might be. 

Decision; Further discussion on the subject was postponed. 

Dr HÏDE, recalling that a few years previously the Standing Committee had 

picked at random on a Seychelles project for purposes of examining the costing 

process, noted that no further provision had beett made for that project and would 

be interested to know what was the position. 

Dr CAMBOURNAC said that the project had been concerned with public health 

administration and environmental sanitation,and WHO'S task had been to train local 

staff. That had now been done, so that from 1959 the work would be continued by 

national personnel. . 

The CHAIRMAN, observing that he had been extremely impressed by the work done 

in Africa for leprosy patients, asked what treatment was given and what was being 

done for rehabilitating patients. 

Dr CAMBOUENAC said that governments were giving very serious attention to the 

problem and to the treatment of contacts, particularly children. In -those areas 

where the programme was really under way, thougnt was being given to the rehabilitation 

of the handicapped and to hospitalization of those cases which could not be treated 

in the community, although, where possible, the latter course was favoured in order 

to avoid the problems associated with the return of patients to their communities. 

Treatment and rehabilitation varied considerably between the different areas. 

Where health services were well developed, as in certain regions of Nigeria, Senegal, 

the Sudan, the south of French Equatorial Africa and the Belgian Congo, patients were 
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usually treated in dispensaries or health centres, by the parenteral administration 

of sulfones either daily or twice weekly. Otherwise they are treated by mobile units 

and it was that which had made possible such an extensive campaign. The teams, 

consisting of a medical assistant, two nurses and four or five auxiliaries to help 

with the injections, used sulfones in suspension in chaulmoogra oil and gaw.Sshe 

injections at two-weekly intervals. ïhey were, of course, only able to operate where 

roads were passable and one of the units treated between 2000 and 5000 patients, more 

usually the lower figure. Where landrovers and jeeps could not be used, teams giving 

treatment bad to use bicycles, horses, camels or walk, as was the case on the borders 

of the Sahara and in parts of French West Africa and the north of French Equatorial 

Africa. If the circuit was short and the medical staff travelled by bicycle to 

distances of not more than 25 to 30 kilometres a day, parenteral treatment was given. 

The tablets usually contained 100 mg of sulfa. The weekly dose started at half a 

tablet, followed by one, and reached five to seven tablets for men of average weight, 

five to six for women, and proportionately less for children. It had proved possible 

to administer six tablets taken at the same time. With such ambulatory treatment, it 

had been possible to cover large areas where population density was low. 

D r LAKSHMANAN asked what proportion of the patients came for treatment regularly 

and for long periods of time; whether there were any absentees, and if so how they 

were reached； what reactions to sulfone drugs had occurred； and finally, what was 

WHO's contribution to the treatment of leprosy. 

Dr CAMBOURNAC said in reply to the first two questions that the situation differed 

widely from place to place. For the whole of French Equatorial Africa, for instance, 

out of the 117 000 patients treated between 1955 and. 1957, 95 00Ô had come for regular 
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treatment, the rest had been more sporadic In their attendance. One of the problems 

was how to persuade lepers to corae for treatment and to have confidence in the medical 

personnel. In certain territories the inducement of offering tax exemptions if they 

came for treatment had been successful?^- tried out. 

In reply to the tbird question,he said that the problem of reactions was dea^t 

with in the normal course of treatment if it гтаз given at dispensaries or health 

centres. If not, the patient had to be broughrb to one of them or, if he lived too 

far away,, the treatment had to Ъе stopped and the patient kept under medical super-
“ ' . . . ‘ ‘ 

vision. On the whole thê percent-age showing a reaction was not high. 

Xn reply to the last quest!on,he said that WHO was assisting by training 

personnel and providing fellowships,as well as through periodical visits by staff 

of the Regional Office and consultants^,who v?ere able to advise governments and discuss 

ways and means of organizing and improving projects. Supplies and equipnent for the 

more extensive projects were being supplied by UNICEF, 

He added that a start was being made in the treatment of contacts but,as it was 
• \ 

still in the initial stages
a
he was unable to report on the experience gained in that 

domain. . 

Dr HXDE asked when the treatment was regarded as complete. 

Dr САМВОШШС said that the treatment was regarded as concluded when bacterio-

logical examinations showed negative results for at least six months. After that 

period the patient was put on to a régime of small dosages. The practice in Nigerian 

dispensaries was to give one or two tablets a week after the bacteriological examination 

showed negative results. 
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Dr TOGBA wondered whether UNICEF could provide supplies and equipment even if the 

government concerned had not asked for WHO personnel. 

< 

Dr CAMBOURNAC observed that if governments could not provide their own personnel 

WHO would always help, though it was always desirable in a long-terra campaign such as 

that against leprosy to have trained local personnel. 

. D r HYDE congratulated Dr Cambournac on the qualities of leadership he had displayed 

1д combating leprosy in Africa. His account of the situation had been most heartening. 

The Americas (Official Records No. 81, pages 125-182) 

Dr GONZALEZ, Deputy Regional Director, Regional Office for the Americas 

(Pan American Sanitary Bureau), introduced the proposed progranmie and budget estimates 
л 

for the Region of the Americas for 1959, 

Since great interest had been shown in regard to the question of extra-budgetary 

funds, he wished to explain to the Conmittee how the 1959 figure of approximately 

$ 13 128 000 was made up. It .included: (1〉the Pan American Sanitary Organization 

draft regular budget for 1959, in the amount of $ 4 ООО 000； (2) the expected, 

requirements to be financed from the Special Malaria Fund of PASO, namely $ 5 4lJ 477； 

(5) special projects administered by PASB - the Institute of Nutrition of Central 

America and Panama, and the Pan American Foot and Mouth Disease Centre -in the amount 

of $ 727 637. The remainder, $ 4 986 700, represented the contribution of UNICEF for 

joint programmes
#
 That figure was still tentative and was subject to negotiations 

and to the approval of the UNICEF Executive Board. It must be pointed out, however, 
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that the UNICEF Executive Board had. already approved in principle collaboration for 

coverage of the total spraying period of malaria programmes in several countries. 

Of the total potential UNICEF contribution, a sum of $ 扛 312 500 vas expected for 

malaria eradication projects and about $ 385 000 for integrated public health services 

projects. 

The total estimate for the Pan American Sanitary Organization regular budget 

vas also tentative, since it vas based on the provisional draft presented by the 

Director of PASB to the last session of the Directing Council, and would be subject 

to consideration by the Executive Committee in May 1958, and to final review and 

decision by the XV" Pan American Sanitary Conference in September 1958. 

Liltevise, the figure shovu under the Special ifalaria Fund of PASO vas also 

tentative. It was based on the req.ulrem©nte for the malaria eradication programme 

i n
 the Americas, presented for consideration by the PASO Directing Council, vhich, 

perfores, vas merely a general outline； it vas impossible to drav up a stable budget 

for a situation that vas daily changing. It should also be borrie in mind that the 

implementation of the programme vould, depend on the availability of funds, which came 

from voluntary contributions. 

Every effort vas being made to maintain a single unified progrese, in spite of 

the several sources of funds on vhich. the vork depended. The prograjnme followed the 

lines of WHO
1

s general programme of vork and the guiding principles laid dovn by PASO 

Directing Сoxincil. 

jhe proposed regional budget had been dravn up in the same vay as in previous 

years, starting with consultations vith governments, in which tbe zone offices played 

a very important role. These offices were in constant touch with the various health 

authorities and it vas out of these consultations that the proposals for projects grew. 

A special effort had been made to consult vith governments on the inter-country projects 

vhich vere a very important feature of the Americas programme. 
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The propQaed._iiUd.get- had boea. presented for the consideration of the Directing 

Council of PASÓ, which was the WHO Regional Committee for the Americas. A working 

party of the Directing Council had analysed in, detail the proposed WHO regional budget, 

in conjunction with the proposed draft budget of the Pan American Sanitary Organization. 

The working party's report had been made available to the Standing Committee in 

document EB21/27, Annex 1. 

It was important to realJLze that the proposed programme and budget for 1959 had been 

based- on estimates made some two years in advance. Accordingly there was need for 

flexibility so that adjustments might be made in the light of the current needs of 
i 4 

* ч 

governments, although every effort was made to keep to the programme as approved. 

Turning to the WHO regular regional budget, the total estimates amounting to 

$ 1 605 ООО represented, he said, an increase of about $ 60 ООО, or 3.8 per cent, of 

the amount approved for 1958. The increase in regional office costs, amounting to 

some $ 11 500, or 2.6 per cent., was accounted for by statutory salary increases； no 

change was proposed in the established number of posts. For field activities, the 

increase amounted to some $ 48 000, or approximately 斗•斗 per cent. So far as the 

expected activities under the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance were concerned, 

the estimates were practically the same. However, as the Director-General had stated 

at the Committee's opening meeting, the pre-planning figures established by TAB were 

somewhat lower than those appearing in Official Records No. 8l. 

In considering the proposed programme/ it was important to regard it as an entity 

and.•’r>ot as separate activities, financed separately by the various sources of funds. 
. .* 

Thè tí ota1 overall programme for the Americas comprised some 200 field projects, 97 of 

， w h恤 came under.the WHO regular budget and Technical Assistance Category I. Of those 

él> 68 were country projects and 29 inter-country projects. Of the 48 projects proposed 
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under the WHO regular budget, 25 were country projects and 2J> inter-country projects. 

These 2J inter-country projects represented about 40 per cent, of the total estimates 

under the WHO regular budget, which served to show the great importance attached to such 

projects in the Americas Region. 

As in previous years, the programme proposed was based on the three broad categories： 

(l) activities directed to the strengthening of public health services; (2) activities 

directed %o the eradication of eradicable diseases or vectors and tbe fight against 

specific communicable diseases» (5) education and. training activities. Of the 97 

projects proposed, 16 were to collaborate with governments in the establishment and 

improvement of basic services, 2 ) were aimed at the strengthening of national health 

services in different fields, 14 were concerned with malaria eradication, 21 with the 

control of other communicable diseases, and 2 ) with education and training. 

The last named was a very important feature of the total progranme. About 

16 per cen、， of the proposed expenditure was devoted to "educational" programmes as 

such； but when the "educational" segment of the "operational" projects was taken into 

account, it might be said that almost 50 per cent, of the funds were intended for the 

education and training of personnel. The sum set aside for fellowships m d e r . t h ^ regular 

and Technical Assistance budgets was approximately $ 500 000. Lastly, he drew attention 

to the considerable volume of technical advisory services provided to governments by the 

regioitial office staff and the staff of the zone offices, as part of the Region
1

 s regular 

activities. 

Sir John CHARLES asked for information on the Pan American Foot and Mouth Disease 

Centre. 
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Dr GONZALEZ said that t-he knerlcan covintrios first became interested in the . 

development of a regional centre as far back as 19斗9, with the object of pooling efforts to 

tackle the problem of foot and mouth disease, a problem of great economic importance to the 

whole American continent. The idea was f i n a l ^ crystallized in a resolution of the Inter-

American Economic and Social Council which entrustea to the Organization of American States 

the study of the implementation of the project to be financed under the Technical Assistance 

programme of OAS. The Pan American Sanitary Bui"e^u had been requested to undertake the 

administration of the project, although it was realized that such a responsibility did not 

strictly come within the Bureau's terms of reference. Nevertheless, the XII Pan American 

.Sanitary Conference, in 1950, authorized PASB to undertake the administration of the project 

until such time as a more appropriate inter-American agency might be in a position to do so. 

It was thought at the tioe that the Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sciences might 

eventually take it over, but up to the present time that had not yet proved feasible. 

After a survey of facilities and consultation with governments, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 

had been selected as the site of the Centre. The Brazilian government had made a con-

siderable contribution to the development of the Centre, including the provision of 

buildings and financial assistance for maintenance and payment of local costs. Since 

•operations began in 1951,, the international financing had been borne by the Programme of 

Technical Co-operation of the Organization of American States. 

The functions of the Centre were: (1) to advise governments on epizootiologioal 

problems in foot and mouth disease, with the aim of prevention^ control and eventual 

eradication; (2) to train personnel in prevention and control, as well as In current 

laboratory methods； ⑶ to carry out diagnostic and virus-typing services and to conduct 

applied research, mainly with the purpose of developing newer and better vaccines. 

Considerable progress had been made in the latter field, especially in the techniques 

of culture of the aftosa virus by adapting strains of the virus to smaller animals； this 

was very promising and plans were being made to nave field trials of the vaccine. 
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Dr MOORE raised the question of the differences ii^.jsalary between officers of the 

• ,•、' - „ 

Pan American Sanitary Bureau and those of other WHO officials in the RegiorT 

Americas, resulting from the decision of the Directing Council not to apply minus post 

adjustments. 

Mr SIEGEL pointed out that the Executive Board had on its agenda the question of 

salaries and allowances, and the Director-General would be submitting a document to 

the Board, which woul4 iiwlude the point raised by Dr Moore. 

Dr TOŒBA was pleased to note that PASB was able to obtain contributions from 

Member.countries of the Region, in addition to their regular contributions to WHO. 

.The CHAIRMAN observed that it was an excellent example for the other regions. 

He thanked Dr Gonzalez for his clear expose and was sure he was expressing the senti-

ments of the Committee in regretting the impending departure of Dr Gonzalez to assume a 

responsible position in M s own сода-Ьгу, 

South-East Asia (Official Records No, 8l, pages 183-228) 

Dr MANI, Regional Director for South-East Asia, said that, as could be seen from 

the tables shown in Official Records No. 8X, there had been no change proposed either 

in the structure.or the staff of the Souto-East Asia Regional Office for 1959, in spite 

of the very considerable increase in work resulting from expanded field activities and 

the larger number of projects to be undertaken during the year. With regard to field 

activities, the proposed budget for 1959 was higher than the 1958 budget by some 

$ 126 000. 
я 

/it was proposed to increase the regular Staff in the field by twelve experts, 

'bringing the total to 114* Provision was made under Technical Assistance for an 
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additional 188 experts, The total regular budget proposed amounted to $ 1 235 000, 

and that under Technical Assistance to $ 2 240 000, Extra-budgetary funds, consisting 

entirely of assistance from UNICEF, amounted to approximately $ 4 250 000 in the form 

of supplies and equipment. The UNICEF assistance was earaarked for malaria, tuberculosis, 

yaws, maternal and child health and public health administration projects. The last 

named were mainly concerned with community development through the establishment of rural 

Jbea 1th centres. 、 

The total number of projects proposed for 1959 was oí* which саше under the 

regular budget and 80 under Technical Assistance. A true picture of the total volume 

of work to be undertaken would be obtained by adding together the activities proposed 

under the various sources of funds. It would be noted that the work on tuberculosis, 

public health administration, maternal and child welfare and mental health was being 

expanded in 1959. The yaws progransne would be more or less ths same in volume as in 

1958, The bulk of the $ 500 000 worth of supplies to be provided by UNICEF for yaws 

prograimes would go to Thailand and Indonesia. With regard to malaria, the increase in 

activities would be considerable,but this did not appear in the budget estimates as the 

additional work would be financed from the Malaria Eradication Special Account. 

The proposed programme had been studied in detail by the Regional Committee and its 

special sub-committee set up for the purpose. Full details of the work of that 

sub-committee would be found in document EB21/28, Annex 3; he enumerated the salient 

points, 

Dr TOGBA asked the reason for the reduction in all the estimates for malaria, as 

shown in the tables on page 205, Official Records Nq., 8l. Had such good results been 

obtained by the antiraalaria campaigns up to the present time that the amount to be 

devoted to thera in 1959 could be thus reduced? 
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Dr- MANI replied that the slight decreases had no great significance. The total 

reduction of some $ 2000 might well be accounted for by a difference in the number of 

staff due for home leave in 1959, or some similar item. By and large, the bulk of 

the activities and the number of staff concerned with malaria work remained the same 

as in 1958, ！There would, of course, be a heavy increase in malaria projects in India 

and Indonesia, if the proposals for work to be financed from the Malaria Eradication 

Speoial ftacount were aoeepted. 

Dr 3HDE wondered whether Dr Manl could describe the nature of the numerous public 

health projects in India, shown on page 192, and give soms Indication of the outlook 

for the future. 

Dr MANI answered.that these covered a wide range of activities. The Regional Office 

had previously been assisting jointly with UNICEF in maternal and child welfare,but it 

had now been agreed that such services should become integrated in public health and Ъе 

no longer maintained as a specialty. Negotiations had been completed with India 

accordingly, so that in addition to maternal and child welfare, other public health 

activities would also be undertaken, p a r t i c u l a r t h r o u g h rural health centres, ^n 

practically every Indian state a UNICEP/klO-assisted project had been developed whereby 

a WHO team, composed of one public health officer, one nurse and sometimes a sanitarian 

o v
 other worker, worked in close co-operation with the director of health of the 

particular state. The purpose of the WHO team would Ъо to help supervise and organize 

rural health centres during the second five-year plan. It would also help to train 

staff and. periodically visit some 40 to 70 health centres in each state. It • hoped 

that tbe number of new centres would be 1000 during the next four years. The purpose 
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of those visits would be to find out how the centres were running, what improvements 

were required, and what supplies would be needed. Both UNICEF and WHO had heavy 

commi-tanents in the programme and UNICEF was providing nearly $ 5 ООО 000* 

In reply to a further question from Dr Hyde, he stated that the 丽 0 teams 

consisted of international staff working with, national staff. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked the Regional Director for South-East Asia for his statement 

and for the explanations given. 

Europe (Official Becords No, 81, pages 229-26?〉 

Dr van de CALSEYDE； Regional Director for Europe^ said that since his predecessor 

had presented the proposed budget for 1958 the previous year two important events had 

taken place. Firstly, five Member States in the European Eegion haa resumed active 

participation in the work of WHO. Secondly) the Eegional Office had moved to 

Copenhagen. Both these events had had a considerable influence on the programme, and 

he believed the Board might vish to have a short analysis of the financial changes in 

the programme as proposed for 1959. He was pleased to inform the Committee that it 

was hoped to operate the increased programme without increasing the staff above the 

numbers already approved for 1958, in which year the posts previously listed under the 

supplemental budget had been included already. 

The increase in field activities had obviously led to a need to strengthen tbe 

technical services in the regional office and the following additions had been made to 

the cadre of regional health officers approved for 1958: 
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(!) The formerly approved post for an education and training officer vould 

Ъе filled shortly, at P
5
 graüe, and ths officer vould, in addition to general 

auties in the field, exercise overall supervision for the fellowship unit. 

( 2 )
 The post of social and occupational health officer had been divided, the 

former officer retaining responsibility for occupational health, and P。st 

being established covering social health and medical care
u 

(5)
 A n

 additional officer vas being r e c r u i t e d , 的 抖 协 化 in the general 

f i e l ¿
 of public health administration to assist the Public health administrator, 

p 5 j
 ！

t
 was expected that this staff -member vould report for duty in January» 

(10 In viev of its increasing importance, a health officer vas being appointed 

for the malaria programme. That post, vhich it vas expected to have filled in 

the early part of the current y e a r , 鶴 not yet included in Officia.LEecord_s 

No. 81. • 

(5) Finally, in viev of 让e increased interest in nursing programmes, a post 

had been established at P5 level for a second nurse. 

Dealing vith the more technical aspects of 让e P r o g r ^ e , it would be noted f i r K 

that the traditional emphasis placed in.the region on inter-country
 P

r o
g
_ 删 碰 

been maintained» In 1959 the sum set aside for inter-country programmes, including 

r e g i 0
n a l health officers, represented from бО to 70 per cent, of the total expenditure 

o n f i
e l d p r o g r a m e s . Eovever, the Regional Director vished to draw 饭 C o m i t t e e U 

attention to the fact that Ше atsolute increase in the budget vas imposing a 

considerable degree of strain on the regional office and he f o r e s a , 彻 necessity 

to strengthen 让e general staff of Шз office. Also experience acquired 
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during the six months in Copenhagen ahowed that at certain peak periods it might be 

necessary to strengthen, on a temporary basis, the translation and editorial services 

and the secretarial services. It would be observed that the office was proposing 

to organize no fewer than 19 meetings i n 1959, excluding the regional ccsnmittee and 

various courses. 

Turning to programme trends, it would be noted that the demand for organizing 

training courses had expanded to 15 in 1959. Those courses were usual3y operated 

by a university or other institute, sometimos on an annual basis such as the 

anaesthesiology courses in Copenhagen and Paris, and ЩО provided additional lecturers—-

and fellowships for the students. Those coursos benefited not опДу Europe, but also 

other regions. At the request of the Regional Committee increasing emphasis was being 

placed on virology, and two general courses wore planned for 1958, one in English and 

one in French, There would also be a special course in connexion with various 

aspects of polioir^elitis in 1959, 

There was great interest in many countries in the improvement of nursing services 

and nursing education, and the Office was endeavouring to provide aid by a variety of 

means including conferences, courses, fellowships, etc. 

There was also an increasing interest in the general field of environmental 

sanitation, and in this connexion a course on radiation protection was provided for 

in 1959. 

Mental health activities continued to form an important section of the regional 

programme. In 1959 certain fundamental studies would be made, including a seminar 

on mental hygiene practice, a seminar on the teaching of psychiatry, and a study 

group on mental health administration. 
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Malaria had assumed fresh, importance in Europe because such a high degree of 

control had been achieved in many countries that a fresh, all-out effort should lead 

to the elimination of the disease in the Region,， With the appointment of a health 

officer for malaria, the Regional Office vould be in a position to assist in the 

co-ordination of eradication measures in contiguous countries and, vith the use of 

funds from the Malaria Eradication Special Account； provide that extra aid necessary 

to achieve eradication. Apart from the countries lying wholly in the continent of 

Europe, both "Йае USSE and Turkey had made great progress towards eradication. It 

was also hoped, to work towards total eradication in the south-west section of the 

Region during 1958 and 1959. 

With all that new activity it was perhaps necessary to point out that work in 

basic public health administration continued^ including assistance to training courses 

and schools of public health and a further travelling seminar on public health, 

administration. He wished to draw attention to a nev venture in the 1959-60 academic 

year, a course in veterinary public health to be organized in Zagreb。 He vould also 

draw attention to the increase in the Eegion's fellowship programme. 

Dr MOOEE wished, to put two questions to the Regional Director of Europe。 One 

vas whether the anaesthesiology courses could be considered as falling within the 

scope of WHO. The other referred to the provision, of $ 85 000 for advisory services 

in connexion vith Member countries resuming active participation； was there any-

real expectation that one or Ьло more Members might be resuming participation in tHe 

Organization and, if so, what countries were tiiey? 
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Dr van de GàLSEïDE agreed that on the first point raised there would appear to 

be room for doubt• He had, however
}
 been able to observe that the training of 

anaesthesiologists ШБ a tremendous need, in countries of Western Europe• The courses 

were not used for the European Region alone, and in his opinion should be inaintained 

for at least another two or three years « By that time perhaps a need for them would 

no longer exist # 

With regard to the second point, a provision of $ 85 000 had been made because 

of the possible return of four Members of the Region. Out of a total of 31 countries, 

27 were at present active Members. The four Member countries that might be resuming 

participation were Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Ukraine and Byelorussia. As their needs 

were not known, it was not possible to submit detailed proposaIs as was customary. 

The $ 85 000 would be used to meet the requirements of advisory services needed by-

such countries. 

Mr BOUCHER, alternate to Sir John Charles, said it was of fundamental importance 

that the programme as well as the budget should be subjected to scrutiny by the 

Executive Board, He was not sure that a contingency provision in the circumstances 

was the right way of dealing with the problem, or whether a supplementary budget 

should not be submitted, The Executive Board and the Health Assembly could then 

determine how such a supplementary budget should be financed. Perhaps this could 

be done, if the sums were small, out of available Casual Income• He thought it would, 

be advisable for the Committee to give consideration to the question of principle 

involved, keeping in mind the fact that the items for which contingency provisions 

would be used were not under the scrutiny of the Executive Board. 
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The DIREGT0R-GENERA1 said that Mr Boucher had raised an important question, 

although the members were familiar with it. They would recollect that ÍB the 1957 

budget he had included the sum of ^ 250 000 as a contingency provision. For 1953, 

that amount had been increased to 4 500 000. in expectation of the resumption of active 

participation by certain Members. Шеп those contingency funds were proposed in the 

� • 

budget, both the Standing Coiranittee and the Executive Board had； discussed the matter. 

He had understood that general agreement had been reached that the returning countries 

should receive some services from Ш0. Perhaps the opinion had not been unanimous, 

but the Committee had c a c h e d the conclusion that a certain contingency fund should 

be maintained. The reduction of the figure for 1958 to $ 85 000 was due partly to 

the fact that it was p ossible to plan programmes for those Members which had actually-

resumed active participation and also to the cut Imposed by the Health Assembly, He 

reminded the Committee that the same sums were provided for both 1958 and 1959. 

Undoubted^ there was a question of principle involved in the-contingency provision 

but in view of what he had just said he felt that he had been justified in including 

the sum of | 85 000 in the proposed budget for 1959. 

Dr MOORE thought it was the Committee's duiy to draw the attention of thaJExecutdj^ 

Board to the matter. 

Góntiming the subject he had raised earlier, he said that while he sympathized 
‘ Z 

with the position of the Regional>Director, he did not feel that the training of 

anaesthesiologists was within the scope of the work of Ш0. 

Dr HYDE remarked that the acute need for trained anaesthesiologists had arisen 

as a result of the war. For W O to assist with their training had been useful as 
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a temporary measure, but he felt that perhaps the time had come to discontinue such 

assistance. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that "WHO had been carrying out such work since 1950 or 

earlier, even before the Regional Office for Europe had been established. At the 

present time it was not included in the programme under the regular budget of Ш0, but 

under Technical Assistance. 

Dr TOGBA said that WHO's duty was to assist governments in whatever field they 

needed help and he could see no objection to the courses under discussion unleas tbare 

was arçrthing in the Constitution of the Organization to preclude them^ 

In reply to a question from Dr HYDE, Dr тип de CALSEÏDE said that the 

anaethesiologistg would go to public hospitals and other.public services when thqy 

finished their сoursej it was in fact one of the requirements far attending the 

course that they should do so, 

Dr MOORE asked for information on the seminar on anaethesiology which appeared 

under the regalar budget, 

Dr van de CALSEÏDE said that seminars were considered a useful method of bringing 

together farmer fellows who had been trained perhaps six or seven years before. A 

small meeting had already been held in Copenhagen and those attending had been 

introduced to "whatever was new in modern anaethesiology. The seminar proposed for 

1959 would be a similar one. 
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Sir John CHARIES asked what was being clone and what could be done by way of 

evaluation of the inter-countiy projects, 

Dr van de CALSEÏDE said it was easier to evaluate some activities than others. 

The Regional Office for Europe had only just begun evaluation work, for which it would 

depend mainly on staff recruited in 1958. Since he had been only a short time in 

office, he would be. bettor placed to pass judgment on the evaluation work in a year's 

time, when he hoped to be able to place concrete examples before the Committee, 

The СЕМШШ thanked the Regional Director for Europe for his statements. 

The meeting rose at 12*40 p,iru 
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1. DETAILED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OP THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL» S PROPOSED PROGRAMME 
細 BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1959 TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION THE TERMS OF RESOLUTION 
1Ш. 5.62: Item 6 of the Agenda, (Offioial Reoard3 No. 81; Documents 
E B 2 1 » / l - 14) (continued) . 

The СШ1ШШ welcomed Dr Lakshmanan who had just arrived in Geneva, He then 

invited the Committee to continue its consideration of item 6. 

Dr lAKSHMÛJJAN regretted that he had not been able to arrive earlier but he had 

been, prevented from doing so by an in^ortant meeting. 

Mr. SIEGEL, Assistant Direotor-General
f
 Department of Mministration and Finance 

replying to a question by Dr Moor© at the first meeting concerning the inçlioations 

for the budget of the reorganization at Headquarters described in paragraph 5 of the 

Notes on the Presentation of the Programme and Budget (Offlolal Reoords Но» 81, 

page XVI) said that the net effect had been the creation of two posts, namely the 

Dlreotor of the Division of Malaria Eradication and his seoretaiy, 

In the former Division of External Relations and Technical Assistanoe there had 

been fourteen established posts^ eight under the regular budget and six under 

Technical Assistance funds. After the transfer of ihe functions of that division 

to the Department of M v i s o r y Services a new Office of External Relations had been 

set up with eight posts under the regular budget; that had been aooonçlished by-

suppressing two of the regular budget posts, namely that of the Direotor of the 

fowner Division and one liaison officer of grade PI and by transferring two posta 

from Technical i^sistanoe funds to the regular budget. The establishment of the 

new Offioe of Programme Co-ordination, some of the funotions of which related to 
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the Expanded Programme of Technical i^sistanoe^ xneairb the transfer from the old 

division of the remaining four posts under Technical Assistance funds. The four 

posts irnder the regular budget in that new offioe had been obtained by transferring 

two posts from the Office of the Assistant Director—General, Department of Advisory 

Services^ and two posts from the former Office of Reports and Analysis where there 

had previously been five posts
;
 two of which have been transferred to the new Offioe 

of Programme Evaluation^ Two. posts under Technical Assistance funds had been 

suppressed altogether
0
 The oost of the creation of the two new posts under the 

regular b u d g e t o lôiioh he had referred at the beginning of his statement, would be 

22 041 in 1959* 

Dr -MOOKE, thanking Mr
0
 Siegel for his most useful and lucid explanation^ 

considered that it should be incorporated in the Standing Committee
1

 s report to the 

Kxeoutive Board。. 

The СНД,1ИУУШ̂ observing that the Committee had completed its consideration of the 

first five working papers before it, asked whether they could appropriately be embodied 

in its reportó 

Dr HYDE
7
 commending the Secretariat on the papers which had greatly simplified 

the task of the Coinmittee and its Rapporteurs^ said that they would help the Board to 

xmderstand the maimer in which the budget was presented。 He would only like to 

suggest that a clearer picture by means of a chart might be given cf the budgetary 

cycle of the tochriioal assistance programme and UN工CEF
Ô 

Dr D O R O O S
5
 Deputy Director—General> said that it would, be possible to expand 

sections 3e3 and 3<?4.1 of document EB2l/âP/WP/l in the sense suggested by Dr Hyde„ 
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Dr НШЕ| reoalling that the Commit tee had already decided that the amounts 

of the supplies provided by UNICEF should be set out, pointed out that table 5 

In document ЕВ21/ДРД!Р/1 was incomplete and should show both expenditure by 

UNICEF and PASB 80 as to provide a oomprehensiv© picture of health activities 

under multilateral programmes• 

Mr SIEGEL staked whether Dr Цу-de had in mind the insertion of an 

additional table or th© expansion of table 5б 

Dr HYIJB proposed that table 5 be expanded to inolude the information 

he had mentioned and that its title b© suitably modified, 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Rapporteur would comply with Dr Hyde le 

request^ 

The Region^ 

The CHAIRMAN drew the attention of th© Standing Committee to documents 

EB2l/№/AiP/ll and M d
%
 1 which contained extracts from the summary reoords 

of the discussions in th© regional committees concerning the regional 

programme and budget estimates； oiroulated in accordance with the 

Committeets request the previous yeax# 

In the absenoe of general comments h© invited the Committee to 

examine the section on Africa, 
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Africa (Official Records No, 81, pages 85 - 124) 

Dr C/iMBOURNAC, Regional Director for Africa, said that no change in the number 

of posts in the regional office was proposed for 1959 so that it remained at 31. 

There was only a slight increase in expenditure, due mostly to statutory increases, 

of $ 9427, There would be small increases in some items but decreases in others, 

e.g. the acquisition of capital assets. The increase in the estimates for "Other 

services" from $ 24 201 to $ 25 856 was due to the need to provide transport of 

participants to conferences in the new regional office building which was about ten 

miles outside Brazzaville, 

As far as field activities were concerned, there was to be an increase of | 125 334 

over 1958, the total in 1959 being $ 898 110 compared to $ 772 776 in 1958. With 

Technical Assistance and other extra-budgetary funds, the grand total in 1959 would be 

$ 4 663 594. 

Fifty-two country and twelve inter-country projects had been proposed under the 

regular budget and 36 country and two inter-country projects under Technical Assistance, 

Fifty fellowships were planned under the regular budget and 19 under Technical A s ^ 

Since the preparation of the estimates, 32 additional requests for fellowships had been 

received but as the exact figures for Technical Assistance funds that would be available 

was not yet known, he could not say to what extent those requests could be met. The 

number of posts under the heading of field activities would be 53 in 1959 compared to 47 

in 1958 and included one nursing adviser at the Regional Office. 

The budget was prepared in a series of stages starting by discussions with 

governments and meetings in January of each year to review the situation, projects 

under way and requests for new ones. The position was then explained to governments, 
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who were asked to put in their requests two years in advance if possible by 30 April 

and not later than 30 June. Meetings were then held at the Regional Office between 

technical and administrative services and area representatives and the budget sub-

sequently prepared was presented to the Regional Committee during its session at 

which in addition each delegation was consulted to see whether any modifications were 

required so that a well-balanced programme could be evolved, At that session each 

project was also examined separately and approved^ amended or deleted. The Regional 

Director then sent the final draft to the Director-General。 

Turning to the most important developments in the region, he said that close 

collaboration was being maintained with FLO； ССТА, UNICEF, International Children is 

Centre and the United. States International Co-operation. M m i n i s t r a t i o n . The increase 

in the number and scope of projects testified to the growing interest of governments 

in WHO'S work. The main spheres of expansion at the moment and in the future were 

varied end included: the strengthening of public health administration, fellowships^ 

malaria, yaws, tubérculosis； bilharaiasis, nutrition, leprosy
;
 environmental sanitation, 

nursing, maternal and child health； and health education of the public о 

In regard to malaria, much more was now known about the reason for certain 

technical difficulties which had been encountered in the past and about the kind cf 

remedies that might be effective. There was greater knowledge, for example, about 

the reason for certain failures due to the behaviour of vectors and changes in their 

behaviour and. resistance, present or acquired, to insecticides。 There was more 

information about the possibility of interrupting transmission altogether in certain 

areas of the continent (he was not speaking of the islands, where notable suooesses 

had been achieved). Hence an ambitious inter-country programme for eradication was 
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being contemplated in the southern, part of the continent and governments had already 

been consulted and useful contacfee made with workers in the field
#
 Papers prepared 

by the Malaria Section at Headquarters dealing with important matters pertaining to 

control and eradication had been circulated to governments and useful meetings between 

specialists had been called, aimed at improving co-ordination of the work and 

establishing why it was difficult to interrupt transmission參 

Field experiments in the use of drugs for mass chemoprophylaxis as a supplement 

to the action of insecticides had been encouraged„ It was always necessary to have 

detailed knowledge of the epidemiology of malaria before the proper method of 

eradication could be chosen for an area. 

The anti-yaws campaigns were developing and useful meetings had been held on the 

subject in Ghana in 1956 and in Brazzaville in 1957, 

Very considerable success had been achieved in the fight against leprosy and there 

was great hope of further success in the future• WHO was providing more or less 

direct assistance to nearly all countries in the form of advice, the services of con-

sultants , o r fellowships• Following surveys in many countries it was considered that 

the number of those suffering from leprosy in the African Region was between one-and-

a-half and two million* If progress continued on the scale achieved during the two 

or three past years
 ;
 it was not too optimistic to hope that in a few years nearly all 

leprosy cases would be under treatment. Present approximate figures of those under 

treatment were as follows : 200 000 in Nigeria, 240 000 in the Belgian Congo, 143 000 

in French Equatorial Africa, where 127 000 had been treated by the beginning of 1955, 

97 000 of them undergoing regular treatment; over 200 000 in French West Africa, with 
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the expectation that 300 000 would be under treatment by the end of 19$8 (if that 

pace could be maintained there should be about half a million under treatment in 

French West Africa by the end of 1959). Other countries were also asking for help 

in that sphere• 

Great strides had been made in inter-country projects. In view of the progress 

mad© in regard to malaria, it was felt to be desirable to hold another conference 

on the subject in 1959, which would be five years after the conference at Lagos. 

A conference on leprosy which would direct particular attention to the question of 

the method of administering new drugs, their action and the co-ordination of 

campaigns vras also to be held* A seminar on tuberculosis was planned for 1959 

¿s well as a symposium on pesticides
f 

The CHáIRMáN, thanking the Regional Director for his very clear and comprehensiv 

statement, said it was heartening to hear of the leading role being taken by WHO in 

the campaigns against diseaBe in the African continent^ 

Dr EEGALÛ. asked whether there was any need for ал additional post of a 

public health administrator, there already being one in the Regional Offio© and 

three among the regional advisers
# 

Dr CAMBOURNAC replied that the post 

had been suppressed two years previously 

was for the reinstatement of that post« 

of public health administrator (sociologist) 

for lack of funds and the present proposal 

Dr REGAIA asked what items of expenditure were included under the heading 

"Other services"• 
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Dr C/sMBOURKiiC replied that it covered expenditure on transport, which was 

necessary as there was 110 public transport to the new Regional Office, The housing 

accommodation near it was only adequate for international staff so that locally-

recruited staff had to travel from Brazzaville and back； it was also necessary to 

provide some transport to tovm for the lower grades of internationally recruited 

staff. In addition, it' was necessary to transport delegates, and also mail, to 

the Regional Office where the conference room was being used extensively. That 

could mean transporting between 40 or 50 people according to the size of the meeting, 

and. they also had to be taken back to tovm for lunch as the Office only had facilities 

for supplying light meals
0 

Dr TOGBA noted a decrease in the estimates fo. «nd tuberculosis under 

the heading of extra-budgetary funds compared to the 1957 and even the 195S figures； 

he wished to know whether there was any particular reason for that or whether 

additional funds would be available from other sources. 

Dr CiilEOURNAG explained that the column entitled "Other extra-budgetary funds" 

related to ШГ工CE.F funds but that that agency did not prepare its budget two years in 

advance. The figures for 1959 were based on the best available data at the time of 

the preparation of VJHO's estimates but there was a strong possibility that the amount 

would subsequently be increased,, 

Dr HYTË assumed that the heading «Other extra-budgetary funds" included funda 

from UNICEF, РЛВ0, and bilateral programmes. He was interosto：! to know whether it 

also included funds made available by governments themselves. 
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Mr SIEGEL said that at present the column for "Other extra-budgetary funds" 

included the amounts expected from UNICEF in the light of the best available 

information. Where the figures represented a firm allocation already approved by 

that agency's Executive Board they were marked by an asterisk. In the section on 

the Americas, that column also included PASO funds. Total estimated government 

contributions were shown separately at the end of each country total. 

Dr HYDE observed that, according to ^he statement in section 3.4.3.1 of 

document EB2l/APyWp/l, that column also reflected assistance from other sources under 

bilateral agreements. If that were the case he felt that the figures were not 

useful since it was impossible to know the source in each case. 

Dr TOGBA pointed out that it would bo difficult to include funds under bilateral 

agreements because they were seldom budgeted for two years in advance. 

Mr SIEGEL, indicating that that column in the section on the Americas of course 

also included funds of PASO, contributions from tho Institute of Nutrition of Central 

America and Panama, and other special projects, said that the intention was always to 

include as much information as possible in accordance with the Health Assembly's 

wishes. He was uncertain whether, with the present lay-out, there would be room for 

a detailed breakdown of the kind that Dr Hyde appeared to have in mind, but he could 

see no reason why a simple total of funds from bilateral agreements could not be added. 

Dr HYDE believed that such information was readily available, e.g. in the case of 

United States expenditure on health under bilateral agreements, but he was not sure 

whether it appropriately belonged to a document dealing with WHO'S own financial 
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structure. Perhaps the separate figures would be better given elsewhere, whereas 

the UNICEF funds, being the largest single item, should remain in the budget document 

as well as those of PASO in the section on the Americas. At present, uncertainty 

about the source of the extra-budgetary funds destroyed the utility of that column 

and made the figures meaningless. 

Mr SXEGEL observed that Dr Hyde was in fact advocating a change in the form of 

presentation of the budget which would entail the amendment of resolution WHA7.36. 

The proposal was a new one, required careful examination, and might perhaps be 

deferred until the Committee had completed its consideration of the estimates. 

Dr HÏDE said that his purpose was to ensure that the figures in the column 

и

other extra-budgetary funds,, had real significance. There were of course other 

considerations involved, such as UNICEF's reluctance for its contribution to be 

identified. He had no objection to reverting to the matter at a later stage• 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought it was difficult to allow that the column 

was entirely meaningless, since sums already definitely allocated Ъу Ш1СЕР were 

clearly marked by an asterisk. 

Mr SIEGEL referring to section ^Л.^Л in document EB21/AP/WP/I, which related 

to the inclusion of funds from sources under bilateral agreements, said that no such 

sums had been reported to the Director-General for inclusion in the 1959 estimates
# 

He felt it was debatable whether the figures in that column, as they stood at present, 

were meaningless » 
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Dr HYDE said that he had intended to convey that the figures were perhaps less 

meaningful than they might be. 

Decision: Further discussion on the subject was postponed. 

Dr HYDE, recalling that a few years previously the Standing Committee had 

picked at random on a Seychelles project for purposes of examining the costing 

process, noted that no further provision had been made for that project and would 

be interested to know what was the position. 

Dr CAMBOUBNAC said that the project had been concerned with public health 

administration and environmental sanitation and WHO'S task had been to train local 

staff. That had now been done, so that from 1959 the work would be continued, by 

national personnel. 

The CHAIRMAN, observing that he had been extremely Impressed by the work done 

in Africa for leprosy patients, asked what treatment was given and what was being 

done for rehabilitating patients. 

Dr CAMBOURNAC said that governments were giving very serious attention to the 

problem and to the treatment of contacts, particularly children. In those areas 

where the programme was really under way, thought was being given to the rehabilitation 

of the handicapped and to hospitalization of those cases which could not be treated 

in the community, although, where possible, the latter course was favoured in order 

to avoid the problems associated with the return of patients to their communities. 

Treatment and rehabilitation varied considerably between the different areas. 

Where health services were well developed as in certain regions of Nigeria, Senegal, 

the Sudan, the south of French Equatorial Africa and the Belgian Congo, patients were 
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usually treated in dispensaries or health centres, by the parenteral administration 

of sulfones either daily or twice weekly. Otherwise they are treated by mobile units 

and it was that which had made possible such an extensive campaign. The teams, 

consisting of a medical assistant, two nurses and four or five auxiliaries to help 

with the injections, used sulfones in suspension in chaulmoogra oil and gave.ihe 

injections at two-weekly intervals. They were, of course, only able to operate where 

roads were passable and one of the units treated between 2000 and 5000 patients, more 

usually the lower figure
#
 Where landrovers and jeeps could not be used, teams giving 

treatment had to use bicycles, horses, camels or walk, as was the case on the borders 

of the Sahara and in parts of French West Africa and the north of French Equatorial 

Africa. If the circuit was short and the medical staff travelled by bicycle to 

distances of not more than 25 to kilometres a day, parenteral treatment was given• 

The tablets usually contained 100 mg of sulfa. The weekly dose started at half a 

tablet, followed by one, and reached five to seven tablets for men of average weight, 

five to six for women, and proportionately less for children. It had proved possible 

to administer six tablets taken at the same time* With such ambulatory treatment, it 

had been possible to cover large areas where population density was low
# 

D r LAKSHMANAN asked what proportion of the patients came for treatment regularly 

and for long periods of time； whether there were any absentees, and if so how they 

were reached； what reactions to sulfone drugs had occurred； and finally, what was 

WHO
f

s contribution to the treatment of leprosy, 

Dr CAMBOÜRNAC said in reply to the first two questions that the situation differed 

widely from place to place. For the whole of French Equatorial Africa, for instance, 

out of the 117 000 p我：Lents treated between 1955 and 1957, 93 000 had come for regular 
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treatment, the rest had been more sporadic in their attendance. One of the problems 

was how to persuade lepers to come for treatment and to have confidence in the medical 

personnel. In certain territories the Inducement of offering tax exemptions if they 

came for treatment had been successfully tried out. 

In reply to the third question he said that the problem of reactions was dealt 

with in the normal course of treatment if it were given at dispensaries or health 

centres. If not, the patient had to be brought to one of them or, if he lived too 

far away, the treatment had to be stopped and the patient kept under medical super-

vision. On the whole the percentage showing a reaction was not high. 

In reply to the last question he said that WHO was assisting by training 

personnel and providing fellowships as well as through periodical visits by staff 

of the Regional Office and consultants who were able to advise governments and discuss 

ways and means of organizing and improving projects. Supplies and equipment for the 

more extensive projects were being supplied by Ш1СЕР. 

He added that a start was being made In the treatment of contacts but as it was 

still m the Initial stages he was unable to report on the experience gained in that 

domain. 

Dr HXDE asked when the treatment was regarded as complete. 

Dr CAMBOURNAC said that the treatment was regarded as concluded when bacterio-

logical examinations showed negative results for at least six months. After that 

period the patient was put on to a régime of small dosages. The practice in Nigerian 

dispensaries was to give one or two tablets a week after the bacteriological examination 

showed negative results. 
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Dr TOGBA wondered whether UNICEF could provide supplies and equipment even if the 

government concerned had not asked for WHO personnel. 

Dr CAMBOURNAC observed that if governments could not provide their own personnel 

WHO would always help, though it was always desirable in a long-term campaign such as 

that against leprosy to have trained local personnel. 

Dr HXDE congratulated Dr Cambournac on the qualities of leadership he had displayed 

in combating leprosy in Africa. His account of the situation had been most heartening. 

No. 81, pages 125-182) 

Dr GONZALEZ, Deputy Regional Director, Regional Office for the Americas 

(Pan American Sanitary Bureau), introduced the proposed programme and budget estimates 

for the Region of the Americas for 1959. 

Since great interest had been shown in regard to the question of extra-budgetary 

funds, he wished to explain to the Committee how the 1959 figure of approximately 

$ 1) 128 000 was made up. It included: (1) the Pan American Sanitary Organization 

draft regular budget for 1959, in the amount of $ 4 000 000； (2) the expected 

requirements to be financed from the Special Malaria Fund of PASO, namely $ 3 415 477
; 

O ) special projects administered by PASB - the Institute of Nutrition of Central 

America and Panama, and the Pan American Foot and Mouth Disease Centre, In the amount 

of $ 727 637, The remainder, $ 4 986 700, represented the contribution of UNICEF for 

Joint programmes. That figure was still tentative and was subject to negotiations 

and to the approval of the UNICEF Executive Board. It must be pointed out, however, 
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that the UNICEF Executive Board had already approved in principle collaboration for 

coverage of the total spraying period. Of the total potential UNICEF contribution, 

a sum of $ 4 312 500 was expected for malaria eradication projects and about $ )85 000 

for integrated public health services projects. 

The total estimates for the Pan American Sanitary Organization regular budget 

was also tentative, since it was based on the provisional draft presented by the 

Director of PASB to the last session of the Directing Council, and would be subject 

to consideration by the Executive Committee in May 1958, and to final review and 

decision by the Fifteenth Pan American Sanitary Conference in September 1958. 

Likewise, the figure shown under the Special Malaria Fund of PASO was also 

tentative. It was based on the requirements for the malaria eradication programme 

In the Americas, presented for consideration by the PASO Directing Council, which, 

perforce, was merely a general outline； it was impossible to draw up a stable budget 

for a situation that was daily changing. It should also be borne in mind that the 

implementation of the programme would depend on the availability of funds, which came 

from voluntary contributions. 

Every «ffort was being made.to maintain a single unified programme, in spite of 

the several sources of funds on which the work depended. The programme followed, the 

lines of WHO'S general programme of work and the guiding principles laid down by PASO 

Directing Council. 

The proposed regional budget had been.drawn up in the same way as in previous years, 

starting with consultations with governments, in which the zone offices played a very 

important role. These offices were in constant touch with the various health authorities 

and it was out of these çonsultations that the proposals for projects grew. A special 

effort had been made to consult with governments on the inter-country projects, which 

were a very important feature of the Americas programme. 
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The proposed budget had been presented for the consideration of the Directing 

Council of PASO, which was the WHO Regional Committee for the Americas. A working 

party of the Directing Council had analysed in detail the proposed WHO regional budget, 

in conjunction with the proposed draft budget of the Pan American Sanitary Organization. 

The working party's report had been made available to the Standing Committee in 

document EB21/27, Annex 1. 

It was important to realize that the proposed programme and budget for 1959 had been 

based on estimates made some two years in advance. Accordingly there was need for 

flexibility so that adjustments might be made in the light of the current needs of 
‘ \ 

governments, although every effort was made to keep to the programme as approved. 

Turning to the WHO regular regional budget, the total estimates amounting to 

$ 1 605 000 represented, he said, an increase of about $ 6o 000, or 3.8 per cent, of 

the amount approved for 1958. The increase in regional office oôsts, amounting to 

some $ 11 500, or 2.6 per cent., was accounted for by statutory salary increases； no 

change was proposed in the established number of posts. For field activities, the 

increase amounted to some $ 48 000, or approximately 4Л per cent. So far as the 

expected activities under the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance were concerned, 

the estimates were practically the same. However, as fee Director-General had stated 

at the Committee's opening meeting, the pre-planning figures established by TAB were 

somewhat lower than those appearing in Official Records No. 8l. 

In considering the proposed programme, it was important to regard it as an entity 

and not as separate activities, financed separately by the various sources of funds, 

T h e t o t a l o v e r a 1 1

 Programme for the Americas comprised some 200 field projects, 97 of 

which came under the WHO regular budget and Technical Assistance Category I, Of that 

97, 68 were country projects and 29 inter-country projects. Of the 48 projects proposed 
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under the WHO regular budget, 25 were country projects and 25 inter-country projects. 

These 2J inter-country projects represented about 40 per cent, of the total estimates 

under the WITO regular budget, which served to show the great importance attached to such 

projects in the Americas Region. 

As in previous years, the programme proposed was based on the three broad categories: 

(l) activities directed to the strengthening of public health aervices; (2) activities 

directed to the eradication of eradicable diseases or vectors and the fight against 

specific communicable diseases； (3) education and training activities. Of the 97 

projects proposed, l6 were to collaborate with governments in the establishment and 

improvement of basic services, 2J were aimed at the strengthening of national health 

services in different fields, 14 were concerned with malaria eradication, 21 with the 

control of other communicable diseases, and 2J with education and training. 

The last named was a very important feature of the total prograrrane. About 

l6 per cent, of the proposed expenditure was devoted to "educational" programmes as 

such； but when the "educational^ segment of the
 tf

operational" projects was taken into 

account, it might be said that almost 50 per cent, of the funds were intended for the 

education and training of personnel. The sum set aside for fellowships under the regular 

and Technical Assistance budgets was approximately $ 500 000• Lastly, he drew attention 

to the considerable volume of technical advisory services provided to governments by the 

regional office- staff and the staff of the zone offices, as part of the Region's regular 

activities. 

Sir John CHARIES asked for information on the Pan American Foot and Mouth Disease 

Centre. 
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Dr GONZAIEZ said that the Latin American countries first became interested in the 

development of a regional centre as far back as 19斗9， with the object of pooling efforts to 

tackle the problem of foot and mouth disease, a problem of great economic importance to the 

whole American continent. The idea was finally crystallized in a resolution of the Inter-

American Economic and Social Council which entrusted to the Organization of American States 

the study of the implementation of the project to be financed under the Technical Assistanc 

programme of OAS. The Pan American Sanitary Bureau had been requested to undertake the 

administration of the project, although it was realized that such a responsibility did n o t . 

strictly come within the Bureau
1

s terms of reference. Nevertheless, the XII Pan American 

Sanitary Conference, in 1950, authorized PASB to undertake the administration of the projec 

until such time as a more appropriate inter-American agency might be in a position to do so 

It was thought at the time that the Inter-'American Institute of Agricultural Sciences might 

eventually take it over, but up to the present time that had not yet proved feasible. 

After a survey of facilities and consultation with governments, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

had been selected as the site of the Centre. The Brazilian government had made a con-

siderable contribution to the development of the Centre, including the provision of 

buildings and financial assistance for maintenance and payment of local costs. Since _ 

operations began in 1951, the international financing had been borne by the Programme of 

Technical Co-operation of the Organization of American States, 

The functions of the Centre were: (1) to advise governments on epizootiological 

problems in the foot and mouth diseases, with the aim of prevention, control and eventual 

eradication； (2) to train personnel in prevention and control, as well as in current 

laboratory methods； (5) to carry out diagnostic and virus-typing services and to conduct 

applied research, mainly with the purpose of developing newer and better vaccines. 

Considerable progress had been made in the latter field, especially in the techniques 

of culture of the aftosa virus by adapting strains of the virus to smaller animals； this 

was very promising and plans were being made to have field trials of the vaccine. 
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Dr MOORE raised the question of the differences in salary between officers of the 

Pan American Sanitary Bureau and those of other WHO officials in the Region of the 

Americas, resulting from the decision of the Directing Council not to apply minus post 

adjustments. 

Mr SIEGEL pointed out that the Executive Board had on its agenda the question of 

salaries and allowances, and the Director-General would be subnitting a document to 

the Board, which would include the point raised by Dr Moore. 

Dr TOGBA was pleased to note that PASB was able to obtain contributions from 

Member countries of the Region, in addition to their regular contributions to WHO. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that it was an excellent example for the other regions. 

He thanked Dr Gonzalez for his clear expose and was sure he was expressing the senti-

ments of the Committee in regretting the impending departure of Dr Gonzalez to assume a 

responsible position in his own country. 

South-East Asia (Official Records No, 8l, pages 183-228) 

Dr MANI, Regional Director for South-East Asia, said that, as could be seen from 

the tables shown in Official Records No. 81, there had been no change proposed, either 

in the structure or the staff of the South-East Asia Regional Office for 1959, in spite 

of the very considerable increase in work resulting from expanded field activities and 

the larger number of projects to be undertaken during the year. With regard to field 

activities, the proposed budget for 1959 was higher than the 1958 budget by some 

$ 126 000. 

/it was proposed to increase the regular staff in the field by twelve experts, 

bringing the total to 114. Provision was made under Technical Assistance for an 
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additional 188 experts. The total regular budget proposed amounted to $ 1 2)5 000, 

and that under Technical Assistance to $ 2 240 000. Extra-budgetary funds, consisting 

entirely of assistance from UNICEF, amounted to approximately $ 4 250 000 in the form 

of supplies and equipment. The UNICEF assistance was earmarked for malaria, tuberculosis 

yaws, maternal and child health and public health admin i strati on projects. The last 

named were mainly concerned with community development through the establishment of rural 

health centres.
 v 

The total number of projects proposed for 1959 was of which 5斗 came under the 

regular budget and 80 under Technical Assistance. A true picture of the total volume 

of work to be undertaken would be obtained by adding together the activities proposed 

under the various sources of funds. It would be noted that the work on tuberculosis, 

public health administration, materaal and child welfare and mental health was being 

expanded in 1959. The yaws programme would be more or less thé same in volume as in 

1958, The bulk of the $ 500 000 worth of supplies to be provided by UNICEF for yaws 

programmes would go to Thailand and Indonesia. With regard to malaria, the Increase in 

activities would be considerable but this did not appear in the budget estimates as the 

additional work would be financed from the Malaria Special Account. 

The proposed programme had been studied in detail by the Regional Committee and its 

special sub-committee set up for the purpose. Pull details of the work of that 

sub-committee would be found in document EB21/28, Annex he enumerated the salient 

points, 

Dr TOGBA asked the reason for the reduction in all the estimates for malaria, as 

shown in the tables on page 205, Official Records No. 8l. Had such good results been 

obtained by the antimalaria campaigns up to the present time that the amount to be 

devoted to them in 1959 could be thus reduced? 
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Dr MANI replied that the slight decreases had no great significance. The total 

reduction of some $ 2000 might well be accounted for by a difference in the number of 

staff due for home leave in 1959, or some similar item. By and large, the bulk of 

the activities and the number of staff concerned with malaria work remained the same 

as in 1958, There would, of course, be a heavy increase in malaria projects in India 

and Indonesia, if the proposals for work to be financed from the Malaria Eradication 

Special Account were accepted. 

Dr HXDE wondered whether Dr Mani could describe the nature of the numerous public 

health projects in India, shown on page 192, and give some indication of the outlook 

for the future
 %
 〜 , 

Dr MANI answered that these covered a wide range of activities. The Regional Offjte 

had previously been assisting jointly with UNICEF in maternal and child welfare but it 

had now been agreed that such services should become integrated in public health and be 

no longer maintained as a specialty. Negotiations had been completed with India 

accordingly, so that in addition to maternal and child welfare, other public health 

activities would also be undertaken, particularly through rural health centres. In 

practically every Indian state a UNICEP/WHO-assisted project had been developed whereby 

а ШЮ team, composed of one public health officer, one nurse and sometimes a sanitarian 

or other worker, worked in close co-operation with the director of health of the 

particular state. The purpose of the WHO team would be to help supervise and organize 

rural health centres during the second five-year plan. It would also help to train 

staff and periodically visit some 40 to 70 health centres in each state. It was hoped 

that the number of new centres would be 1000 during the next four years. The purpose 
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of those visits would be to find out how the centres were running, what improvements 

were required, and what supplies would be needed. Both UNICEF and WHO had heavy 

commitments in the programme and UNICEF was providing nearly t 3 ООО 000, 

In reply to Dr HYDE, he stated that the ШО teams consiste4 of international etaff 

working with national staff. 

The СШ.ШЖЫ thanked the Regional Director for South-East Asia for his statement 

and for the explanations given» 

Europe (Official Re cords, Na«-gl»,pages 229-Ê67) 

Br van de CA.LSEIDE, Regional Director for Europe, said that since his predecessor 

had presented the proposed budget for 1958 the previous year two important events had 

taken place； firstly, five Member States in the European Region had resumed active 

participation in the work of WHO. Secondly, the Regional Office had moved to 

Copenhagen, Both these events had had a considerable influence on the programme and 

he believed the Board might wish to have a short analysis of the financial changes in 

the programme as proposed for 1959» He was pleased to inform the Committee that it 

was hoped to operate the increased programme without increasing the staff above the 

numbers already approved for 1958 in which year the posts, previously listed under the 

supplemental budget, had been included already. 

The increase in field activities had obviously led to a need to strengthen the 

technical services in the regional office and the following additions had been made to 

the cadre of regional health officers approved for 195S» 
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(1) The formerly approved post for an education and training officer would 

be f i l b d shortly, at P5 grade
;
 and the officer would, in addition to general 

duties in the fieId, exercise overall supervision for the fellowship unit, 

(2) The post of social and occupational health had been divided^ the former 

officer retaining responsibility for occupational health, and a n e w post being 

established covering social health and medical саге
л 

(3) An additional officer was being recruited^ at P4 level, in the general 

field of public-health administration to assist the public-health administrator, 

P5# It was expected that this staff membor would report for duty in January
# 

(Д) In view of its increasing importance, a health officer was being appointed 

for the malaria perogramine• That post, which it was expected to have filled in 

the early part of the current year, was not yet included in Official Records 

No, 81. 

(5) Finally, in view of the increased interest in nursing programmes, a post 

had been established at P3 level for a second nurse « 

Dealing "with the more technical aspects of the programme, it would be noted 

first that the traditional emphasis placed in the region on inter^icountry programmes 

had been maintained• In 1959 the sum set aside for inter—country programmes, 

including regional health officers, represented from. 60 to 70 per cent of the total 

e^enditura on field programme s « H owe ve r^ the Regional Director wished to draw the 

Comittee
1

 s attention to the fact that the absolute increase in the budget was 

imposing a considerable degree of strain on the regional office and he foresaw the 

necessity to strengthen the general staff of tho office, and experience acquired 
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during the six months in Copenhagen showed that at certain peak periods it might be 

necessary to strengthen, on a temporary basis, the translation and editorial services 

and the secretarial services. It would be observed that the office was proposing 

to organize no fewer than 19 meetings i n 1959/ excluding the regional committee and 

various courses. 

Turning to programme trends, it would be noted that the demand for organizing 

training courses had expanded to 15 in 1959» Those courses were usually operated 

by a univorsity or other institute, sometimos on an annual basis such as the 

anaesthesiology courses in Copenhagen and Paris, and Ш0 provided additional lecturers 

and fellowships for the students. Those courses benefited not on3y Europe, but also 

other regions» At the request of the Regional Committee increasing emphasis was being 

placed on virology, and two general courses wore planned for 195S> one in English and 

one ia French.. There would also be a special course in connexion with various 

aspects of poliomyelitis in 1959• 

There was great interest in many countries for the improvement of nursing services 

and nursing education, and the Office was endeavouring to provide aid by a variety of 

means including conferences^ courses, fellowships^ etc參 

There was also an increasing interest In the general field of environmental 

sanitation夕 and in this connexion a course on radiation protection was provided for 

in 1959. 

Mental health activities continued to form an important section of the regional 

programme• In 1959 certain fundamental studies would be made, including a seminar 

on mental lygiene practice^ a seminar on the teaching of psychiatry, and a study-

group on mental health administration
e 
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Malaria had assumed fresh importance in Europe because such a high degree of 

control had been achieved in many countries that a fresh all-out effort should lead 

to the elimination of the disease in the Region, With the appointment of a health 

officer for malaria, the Regional-Office would be in a position to assist in the 

..cxxssdioation of eradication measures in contiguous countries and with the use oí 

funds frcau the Malaria Eradication -Special Account provide that extra aid necossaiy 

to achieve eradication. Apart from the countries lying viholely in the continent of 

Europe, both the USSE and Turkey had made great progress towards• eccadxc>atic3ru It was 

also hoped to work towards total eradication in the south-west seotion of the region 

• during 1958 and 1959, 

With all that new activity it was perhaps necessary to point out that work in 

basic publicxJiealth administration .continued, including assistance to training courses 

and schools of public health and a further travelling seminar on public health 

administration. He wished to draw attention to a new venture In the 1959-60 academic 

year, a course in veterinary public health to be organiz©d. Jux Zagreb» Ea_would also 

draw at tent i oa to ths increase in the Region's fellowship programme 

Dr MOORE wished to put two questions to the Regional Director of Europe, One 

was übeihisa； tha-anaesthesiology courses could be considered as falling vi n the 

scope of Ш0» The other referred to the provision of $ 85 000 for advisory services 

in connexion with Member countries resuming act¿ve participation^ was there any 

real expectation that one or two more Members might be resuming participation in the 

Organization and if so, what countries were they? 
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D r таг1<1ег

-
 C A L S E r D

^ ^ e e d that on the first point raised there would appear to 

be room for doubt. He had, however, been able to observe that the training of ‘ 

• anaethesiologists was a tremendous need in countries of Western Europe, The courses 

were not used for the European Region alone, and in his opinion should be maintained 

for at least another two or three years. By that time perhaps a need for them would 

no longer exist’ 

With"regard to the second p oint, a provision of | 85 000 had been made bccause 

of the possiblo return of four Members of the Region. Out of a total of 31 countries, 

27 were at present active Members. The four Member countries that might be resuming 

participation were Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Ukraine and Byelorussia, As their needs 

were not known， it was not possible to submit detailed proposals as was customary. 

The $ 85 000 would be used to meet the requirements of a^yisoiy services needed by 

such countries, 

Mr BOUCHER, adviser to Sir John Charlos, said it was of fundamental importance 

t h a t t h e

 P^gramme as well as the budget should bo subjected to scrutiny by the 

Executive"Board, He was not sure that a contingency provision in the circumstances 

W a S t h e r i g h t o f d e a l i n

S 社让 the problem, or whether a supplemental budget 

should not be submitted. The Executive Board and the Health Assembly could then 

determine how such a supplementary budget should be financed. Perhaps this could 

be done, if the sums were small, out of available Casual Income. He thought it would 

be advisable for the Committee to give consideration to the question of principio 

involve、 keeping in mind the fact that the items for which contingency provisions 

would be used were not under the scrutiny of the Executive Board. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that Mr. Boucher had raised an important question, 

although the members were familiar with it. They would recollect that in the 1957 

budget he had included the sum of $ 250 000 as a contingency provision. For 195S, 

that amount had been increased to $ 500 000 in expectation of the reswiption of active 

participation by certain Members, When those contingency funds were proposed in the 

budget, both the Standing Committee and the Executive Board had discussed the matter, 

He had understood that general agreement had been reached that the returning countries 

should receive some services from WHO. Perhaps the opinion had not been unanimous, 

but the Committee had reached the conclusion that a certain contingency fund should 

be maintained. The reduction of the figure for 1958 to $ 35 000 was due partly to 

the fact that it was p ossible to plan programes for those Members which had actually 

resumed active participation and also to the cut imposed by the Health Assembly. He 

reminded the Committee that the same sums were provided for both 1958 and 1959, 

Undoubted^ there was a question of principle involved in the contingency provision 

b u t
 m

 V
iew of what he had just said he felt that he had been justified ал including 

the sum of § 85 ООО in the proposed budget for 1959• 

D r
 MOORE thought it was the Committee к duty to draw the attention of the Executive 

Board to the matter. 

Continuing the subject he had raised earlier, he said that while he sympathized 

with the position of the Regional Director, he did not feel that the training of 

anaesthesiologists was within the scope of the work of Ш0, 

Dr HIDE remarked that the acute need for trained anaesthesiologists had arisen 

a s
 a result of the war. For W O to assist with their training had been useful as 
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a temporary measure, but he felt that perhaps the time had come to discontinue such 

assistance. 

The DIRECTOR-GEI\fERAl said that Ш0 had been carrying out such work since 1950 or 

earlier, even before the Regional Office for Europe had been established. At the 

present time it was not included in the programme under the regular budget of Ш0, but 

under Technical Assistance» 

Dr TOGBA said that TiiHO's duty w
a
s to assist governments in whatever field thej 

needed help and he could see no objection to the courses under discussion unless there 

w a s

 anything in the Constitution of' the Organization to preclude them. 

In reply to a question from Dr HÏDE, Dr твл der CALSEIDE said that the 

anaethesiologists would go to public hospitals and other public services when thqy 

finished their course》it was in fact one of the requirements for attending the 

course that they should do so, 

Dr MOORE asked for information on the seminar on anaethesiology which appeared 

under the regàlar budget. 

Dr van der CALSETDE said that seminars were considered, a useful method of bringing 

together former fellows who had been trained perhaps six or seven years before. A 

small meeting had already been held in Copenhagen and those attending had been 

introduced to whatever was new in modern anaethesiology. The seminar proposed for 

1959 would be a similar one. 
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Sir John CHARLES asked what was being done and what could be done by way of 

evaluation of the inter-country projects» 

Dr van der CALSEÏDE said it was easier to evaluate some activities than others» 

The Regional Office far Europe had only just begun evaluation work, for which it would 

depend mainly on staff recruited in 1958» Since he had been only a short time in 

office, he would be better placed to pass judgment on the evaluation work in a year's 

time, "when he hoped to be able to place concrete example s before the Committee
# 

The CHAIRMAN thanked the Regional Director for Europe for his statements» 

The meeting rose at 12
#
40 p
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